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On Extremal Bases for the fo-range
Problem, II

Christoph Kirfel

February 2, 1990

This report is a direct continuation of [20]. All references to the
formulas (1) - (38) and the text sources [1] - [19] go back to this report.
The promised proof of Theorem 6 in section 2.4 is our first aim in the
present paper.

2.5 The proof of Theorem 6

First wc recall the theorem wc want to prove.

Theorem 6 . Let A4 (h) be a sequence of bases, where only transfers of the
type («2» 53,54), 54 < 1 are used in order to achieve minimal representations
in the interval [0, nh(A4 (h)\, then

In addition to the transfers (s2 , 53,0), wc want to consider those of the
form (52,53, 1). As before wc mainly study numbers from the interval

and by (28) the coefficient bound is < 2. So wc only have to to study the
transfers (0,0,1), (1,0,1), (0,1,1) and (1,1,1) in addition to those ofthe

nh (A4 (h))<2(h/4)* + 0(h5).

[(e4 -1)a4+(73-2)a3+(^4) -1)a2,(e4 -1)a4+(73-2)a3+(72-2)a2 +(7i-l)],

so the use of (52 ,53 , 1) with s 3 > 2 would imply

U + 273 + 272 < h + 6
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form (62,63,0). It is easy to show that s 2 <ss + s 4. Then s 2 = 2 implies
«3 = 64 = 1, but the corresponding transfer (2,1,1) has no positive gain,
so wc need not look at transfers with s 2 >2.

Now 16 different cases arise for the iV.-list, depending on which transfers
are used in addition to those of the form (s2 ,ss ,O). The following table 5
gives an overview. The symbols + and - show whether a particular transfer
is used or not.

In the same way as in section 2.3, wc can show that if (0,0,1) and
(1, 0, 1) are used in the JV.-list —in the list for the M(l), neither of the two
transfers are admissible — then wc may leave out the line where (0, 0, 1)
occurs. The situation then obtained equals a case where (1,0,1) is used

Table 5.

Transfers used in the iV,—list
in addition to (s2 ,55,0)
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and not (0,0,1). So wc may assume that the situations where (0,0,1)
and (1,0,1) are in use, are covered by those where (1,0,1) occurs and
not (0,0,1). Wc did not exploit this aspect in section 2.3, since wc were
interested in the number of cases where the coefficient bound was > 2.008.
Here wc only want to show that no coefficient bound is > 2.

Wc can also show that neither of the transfers (0, 1, 1) nor (1, 1, l) can
terminate neither the iV»—list nor the M(l),-list. Remember that the condi
tion for the transfer in the last line is given by (30). If ffl + ffl < 0 then
pw = pw = o and

Now case 1 and 2 are covered by Theorems 3 and 5, respectively.
In case 3 wc get for the average inequality (31):

since (1,0, 1) € C has to stand in the final line instead of (0,0,0). For /> 2
this implies

giving a coefficient bound < 2 by (25). For / = 1, going back to section 2.3
wc get

for the minimal representation of Ni with a coefficient 27i — p[4^ —1> 71
in the last position, a contradiction.

Case 4 now reduces to case 3 as described above.

G(0,1,1) = [pP+s>-T, +i) + {l$»- lt +i)
= Øi*} -12-Is+ 2 < 0.

If p[3) +pW-7i < 0 then

G(l, 1, 1) = (/?<4) + /3<4> -7, + 1) + (/J«3> -t, + 1) +(1 - 7l)
< 4) -72 --7s + 3<o.

/+ 1 l+ l Pi4) 7i , p
U + —7s + —1* -^- + j</i +

J+ l l 71 , r
€4 -r ——73 + ~72 +y<h + £,

Ni = (e4 - 2)a4 + (2*73 - 2)a3 + (72 - /*J4) - 3)a2 + (27i - p[4) -1)
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Case 5 and 9. Here (0,1,1) or (1,1,1), say fø, 1,1), is used in the
iVt-list, giving the following average inequality (31):

Case 6. The transfers (0,0, 1) and (0, 1, 1) are now going to be used in
the iV>list. Assume that (0,0, l) occurs in line / of the list. Now if

is a minimal representation of n6N, and 2 = x 4a4 + xs a$ + t/2°2 + £i>
where 0 < y 2 < x 2, then also the representation of zis minimal. This
means that the transfers (tg »*s **£ )* 1 — x — f ~ 1 rom *^e Ni-list
coincide with the first / — 1 ones from the M(l),-list. Remember that all
transfers from the iV,—list except (0,0, 1) are also allowed in the M(l) t-list.
Further, only transfers with different reductions /ct- are used in the iV,—list,
and therefore the reduction in the last position of (0, 1, 1) is larger than for
(0,0,1), thus the transfer (0,1,1) is used earlier in the list than (0,0,1),
and / > 2. This implies that (0, 1, 1) is also used in the M(l),—list. Now the
first / — 1 lines in the M(l)t-list can be exchanged by those of the iV,—list
without destroying the cancellation effect of the averaging process. Since
these corresponding lines differ by 72 —02 » wc therefore get an additional
contribution (/ — 1)("/2 —02 )/ £ to the average inequality of the M(l),-list,
which now reads

For the iV^-list wc get an average inequality (31):

1+ 1 , P-l + 2 1 Ti
é4+ "T-^ + 57 T2H j hy<» + *•

Since 72 —P2 >0> the coefficient bound of (25) does not exceed

2/3
(Z + l)(/*-/ + 2) <

n = x 4a4 + xsas + x 2a 2 + Xi

**+—J—Ts+ 72+(i-l)-^-+(/-l) - +— < h+6 (39).

I+2 , /'-3J+ 8 2/3i4) -7,
« + —7,+ jj T2--r + j<fc +*.
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If / > 3, weighting and combining these inequalities and running through
the actual values 3 < / < 6 and 3 < L < 6 give coefficient bounds < 1.98.

For / = 2 wc get a coefficient bound > 2 only for L = 4 and L = 5.
Now since / = 2, wc see that (0, 1,1) stands at the top of the M(l)«-list
and (0,0,0) at the end, and the two or three transfers, (0, 1,0), (s2 ,2,0) or
(0,1,0), («2,2,0) and (s'2 ,3,0) in between. If "higher" transfers occurred,
wc would get an additional contribution 72/Lin the list, and this would be
enough to get coefficient bounds < 2. Now since L = 4 or 5, wc must have
two transfers of the type (s2 ,53,0), (s2 ,s3 + 1,0) in two consecutive lines,
say line i and t + 1. This situation is going to be studied closer.

Since (s2 — $2)71 —Æi —1 is the constant term of Ni+i and so has to be
between 0 and fi — 1, wc have s 2 = s 2 + 1. Now compare the occurring
constant terms. If

implies that the transfer («2 - 1,53 - 1,0) would have been possible in line
t, giving a better gain than {s2 ,ss ,O), a contradiction. So

and therefore

Now replacing line 1, where wc have s372 in the second position, by this new
one, where wc have (s3 + 1)72 in the second position, wc get an additional
72 JL in the average inequality of our list.

Assume (s2 ,53 ,0) stands first. Then line i and i + 1 read:

C4+73 + 02 ] + «372 + «i-l - S 3/?i3) + 527l<h + 6

U+73+ PP + (53 + 1)72 +tø - 52)7i ~ P[3) <h+ 6.

«i-l - 53/?{3) + 5271 >tø " 52 )7l - /?13) =71 - M3) ,

then 52 = 0 is impossible, so

«i-l - (53 ~ 1)P{3) + (52 ~ 1)71 > 0

/€,_! - S3P{3) + 527l<71 - P[3K

U+73 + Pi4) + (53 + 1)72 + «i-i - s3p[3) + 527i<h+ 6.
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If tø)53 + 1,0) is used first, the corresponding lines look like:

so 52 = 5 2 . Now (0,0,0) is used in the last line and there /cj_x < /?{3',
otherwise this representation would not be minimal, since an additional
transfer (0, 1,0) could be performed. The gain of (0, 1,0) is always positive
if there is a transfer (52,53 ,0) with positive gain, a fact wc have assumed
in our situation. But then the information in line i + 1 implies

Again replacing the last line by this new one, wc get an additional con
tribution 72 /L in our average inequality. In any case wc now get such a
contribution and the average inequaliy (39) holds for / = 3, and wc are
through.

Case 7 and 11. Here (1,0,1) again terminates the list. Inequality (31)
now reads:

Case 8 and 12. These two cases reduce to case 7 and 11, respectively.
Case 10. Now (0,0, 1) and (1, 1, 1) are used in the iVt-list. Assume that

(1,1,1) occurs in line l — f + 1 and assume also that (1,1,1) is used in
the M(l),-list. Then the transfers in the lines l - f + 2,1 - f + 3,. ..,1
from the JV,-list coincide with those in the lines L — f + 2,L — f + 5,...,L
from the M(l),-list by the same argument as in case 6. Exchanging the
corresponding lines, wc get an additional contribution (/ — 1)(72 — P2^)/L
in the average inequality exactly like in (39). Since (0,0,0) terminates both

U+73 + øi4) + (53 + 1)72 + «i-i - (53 + l)/?i3) + 527i<h + 6

€4 +73 + 44) +5372 + tø-5'2)7l + /?l3) < h+ 6,

U+73 + 02 ] +72 + «/-i <h +6.

1+ 2 l-l 2(72 -Pi4) ) 7i , ,
*4 + —73 + —72 + W t 2 ' +j<h + 6.

Since 72 > P2 , this gives a coefficient bound

2/3 2/2
/(/ + 2)(/-l) " l 2 +l - 2 ~ 2 '

since of course l > 2.
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lists, we have / > 2. Now also (31) coincides with the average inequality
from case 6 and we are finished if / > 3.

If / = 2 we get coefficient bounds > 2 only if L = 3 or L = 4. Since
(1, 1, 1) and (0,0,0) then form the last two lines in the M(l),-list, we know
that there must be two "consecutive" transfers in two consecutive lines,
and by the same argument as in case 6 we are through.

Assume now that (1,1,1) does not occur in the M(l),-list at all. Then
only transfers ofthe type (52 ,53 ,0), 53 > 0 occur in the M(1),- list, and the
average inequality is given by (38). Now combining (31) given in case 6 with
(38), and running through the actual values 3 < l < 6 and 1 < L < 6, give
coefficient bounds > 2 only in two cases where L = 3. But then (0,0,0),
(0,1,0) and tø, 2,0) are used in the M(l),~ list, and the same argument
as in case 6 applies, giving an additional contribution 72 /L = 72/3 in the
average inequality (38). Again running through the actual values L — 3
and 3 < / < 6 gives only coefficient bounds < 2.

Case 13 — 16. It is easy to see that (0,1,1) and (1,1,1) cannot both
be used, since the use of (0, 1, 1) implies p[3' + /?p < *ylt and then

So none of the situations 13 - 16 arise for us, completing the proof of the
theorem.

We conclude this section with another result on the coefficient bound for
the /i-range, when special transfers are used, a generalization of Theorem 5.

Theorem 7 . Let A4 (h) be a sequence of bases, where only transfers of
the type tø,53 ,0), 53 > 0 and one transfer of the type tø,53 ,54), 54 > 1
are used in order to achieve minimal representations in the interval [0,
nh(A4 (h)], then

Proof. By Theorem 6 we may assume that (52 ,53 ,54 ) with 54 > 2 is
used in the iV,—list. Now the average inequality (31) reads

G(l,l,l) = (^4' +^W + i_ 7,) + (^W + i_ 7l) + (i- 7l)
= (P[S) + Øi4) - 7i) + (fiP +1 - T») +2-73 < 0.

nh (A4 (h))<2(h/4) 4 + 0(h3 ).

I+ Sa l2 -/+ 2 + 2s* støi** -y,
U + -Jj-Ll»+ 2l 312--Y~ + f <h+ 6. (40)
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Now tø + 1)72 — s 4P2 >0, since 52 — 5372 + s 4P2 'is the reduction in the
second position and has to be < 72 . This together with (40) implies

By (25) this gives a coefficient bound

for / > 2. If / = 1 this means that (52,55,54) occurs in the "last" line
implying «i = s4 p[ +53/? J — 527i<0, and therefore by the representation
of Ni wc have

Since l = 1 there is no N 2, iV~3 , . . . and no transfer with 54 = 0 can have a
positive gain. This means that the regular representation of the number

has to be minimal, giving

Adding the last two inequalities gives

2.6 A New Bound for the Extremal /i-range nh{A\{h))
In the computations performed in order to get the results contained

in the tables 2, 3 and 4, wc had to consider very many different cases. In
order to reduce this huge number, wc look at pairs of transfers that cannot
occur together under certain circumstances. The reduction obtained by
these means is so essential that the number of cases we are left with is
råtner small.

1+ 2 12-ll2 -l 7i , r
€4 + -y-73 + -rr-72 +y</i + 6.

2/8 2/2

(/ + 2)(/2 -/) ~/2 + /-2 ~ 2

U + 373 + 7i < h + 6.

(7s - 2)a3 + (72 - 2)a2 + (71 - 1)

7s + 72 + 7i < h + 5.

U + 473 + 72 + 271 < 2h + 6 + 5,

and by (25) the coefficient bound is again < 2.
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Eleven such "pairs" are considered. We use the notation of section 2.3
and put ra = 0, when we consider the iV^-list.

1. (ra = 0) and ((r5 = 1) or (r6 = 1) or (5 > 4)) and (tø = 1) or
(d2 — 1) or tø = 1)) is impossible for the extremal bases A\, since

(r5 = 1) or (r6 = 1) or (5 >4) =» e4 + 6^3 <h + 6

in the corresponding line of the list, and

in the corresponding line of the iV,—list. Adding these two inequalities and
applying (28) give a coefficient bound < 2.

2. (ra = 2) and (p = 12) and ((r5 = 1) or (r6 = 1) or (5 > 4)) and
(tø = 1) or tø = 1) or (ds = 1)) is impossible for the extremal bases A*4 ,
since

((r5 = 1) or (5 = 5)) and (m = 2) and (p = 12) = €4+673+372-3^4) < h+6

in the corresponding line of the M(2),-list, while

((r6 = 1) or (5 = 6)) and (m = 2) and (p = 12) => c4 +775+472-4^4) < h+6

in the corresponding line of the M(2),-list, and

in the corresponding line of the M(2),-list. Adding either of the two first
inequalities to the last one and applying (28) again give a coefficient bound
<2.

3. (ra = 1) and (p = 10) and ((r6 = 1) or (5 = 6)) and (tø = 1) or
tø = 1) or tø = 1)) is impossible for the extremal bases A\, since

(p = 10) and (ra = 1) and (tø = 1) or (s = 6)) ==> 64 +773+472 -5^4) < h+6

in the corresponding line of the M(l)f-list, and

(ra =0) and ((di = 1) or tø = 1) or tø = 1)) => e4 +73 + 272 < h+ 6

(ra =2) and (tø =1)ortø=1) or tø = 1)) =» e4 +73 + 2p[4) <h + 6

(ra = 1) and (tø = 1) or tø = 1) or tø = 1)) => e 4+73+72 +/?(4) < h+6
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in the corresponding line of the M(l),-list. Adding these two inequali
ties, applying (28), and using the bound for få' in the interval 710, give a
coefficient bound < 2.

4. (ra = 1) and (p = 8) and ((r4 = 1) or (s = 4)) and (tø = 1) or
(ds = 1)) is impossible for the extremal bases A*4 , since

in the corresponding line of the M(l)i-list, and

(ra = 1) and (tø = 1) or tø = 1)) => e 4 +73 + 272 + få] <h + 6

in the corresponding line of the M(l),—list. Adding these two inequalities,
applying (28), and using the bound for fff' in JB , give a coefficient bound
<2.

5. (ra = 0) and (p = 8) and ((r4 = 1) or (s = 4)) and (tø = l) or
(ds = 1)) is impossible for the extremal bases A\, since

(p = 8) and (ra =0) and ((r4 = 1) or (s = 4)) =* e 4+573+372-4^4) < h+6

in the corresponding line of the iV,—list, and

(ra =0) and (tø = 1) or tø = 1)) =>> e 4 +73 + 372 < h+ 6

in the corresponding line of the iV,—list. Adding these two inequalities and
applying (28) give a coefficient bound < 2.

6. ((ra = 0) or (ra = 2)) and ((r6 = 1) or (s = 6)) and tø = 1) is
impossible for the extremal bases Al, since

(ra = 2) and ((r6 = 1) or (s = 6)) => c4 + 773 < h+ 6

in the corresponding line of the M(2)j-list, and

(ra =2) and tø = 1) => e4 + 373 +72 < h+ 6

in the corresponding line of the M(2),-list. Adding these two inequali
ties and applying (28) give a coefficient bound < 2. For ra = 0 in both
inequalities the left hand side increases, and wc get the same result.

(p = 8) and (ra = 1) and ((r4 = 1) or (s = 4)) = €4 +575+272sfå] < h+6
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7. (ra = 1) and (s > 0) and (tø = 1) or tø = l) or tø = 1) or
(ds = 1)) is impossible for the extremal bases A\, since one of the last four
statements implies that the second position of the representation in the
corresponding line of the M(l)»-list is > 72 — 1. But then an additional
tø, Ss, s) transfer would be possible, since such a transfer does not decrease
the constant term. Thus wc get a lower coefficient sum, a contradiction.

8. (ra = 2) and (s > 0) and (tø = 1) or tø = 1) or (d2 = 1) or tø = 1))
is impossible by the same arguments as above used for the M(2),- list.

9. (ra = 0) and (s > l) and (tø = 1) or tø = 1) or (di = 1) or tø = l)
or (ds = 1)) is impossible by the same arguments as above used for the
Ni-list.

10. (ra = 2) and (s > 1) and tø = 1) and (p — 12) is impossible for
the extremal bases A\, since the second position of the representation in
the line of the M(2),-list where qx = 1 is få' — 1. An additional (s2 ,53,5)
transfer would be possible, because

since s > 1. Thus wc get a lower coefficient sum, a contradiction.
11. Theorem 6 implies that a transfer (52,53,54) with 54 > 2 has to

occur in the iV,—list or the M(l) t-list. Either of these statements gives

in the corresponding line. Now (tø = 1) and (ra = 0)) or (tø = 1) and
(ra > 0)) implies

Adding these two inequalities and applying (28) give a coefficient bound
<2.

When incorporating these conditions into the computer program, the
amount of work is greatly reduced. Table 6 shows the effect of this incor
poration for the JV"t-list. (Compare with Table 2 in section 2.3.)

/#> - 1 - s/#' + (,- 1)72 =(s - 1)(72 - M 4») - 1 >o,

U + 37s < h + 6

U + 73 + 472 < h + 6.
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Table 6.

Also for the M(ra),-lists we get large reductions when we incorporate
the mentioned conditions in our computer program. But the number of
cases where the coefficient bound exceeds 2.008 is not reduced essentially.
Table 7 shows the new situation and should be compared with Table 3.

Interval Largest Total Cases with
h coefficient number coefficient

bound of bound
cases > 2.008

h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
h
ho
hl
In

[o,|)
fl I)16» 5J
fl I)

fl 1^Is» 5)
[2 1\15' 21
fi å^12' 5/
1 5 » Z>
Is» 4)
få i)U» 5^
IM)

JLll

2.00
2.16
2.37
2.59
2.42
2.78
2.30

608
320
192
144
144
448

0
8

29
44
28

186
144 36

2.60 288 99
2.56 320 95
2.64 144 62
2.78 144 57
3.97 768 604
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Table 7.

In section 2.3 we presented a method of generating two types of average
inequalities, one with positive and one with negative prefactors for få\
and used that method in J4 . We did the same in the other intervals, and
were lucky in J2 , Js and 75 . In fact all occuring maximal coefficient bounds
in these intervals now became < 2.31. In J6 we performed the same com
putations for ra = 2. Here we got two cases with negative prefactor, but
the corresponding coefficient bounds did not exceed 2.2. The remaining
cases were combined with those from Table 6 for ra = 0, and the largest
coefficient bound occurring was 2.28. The intervals J4 and J8 were treated
separately.

In IB we performed the computations for ra = 1 and found three cases
with coefficient bound > 2.3. Two of them had negative prefactor. Comb
ing them with all situations for m = 3, where only positive prefactors occur,
gave coefficient bounds < 2.31. The third case had a positive prefactor and
was combined with the situations for ra = 0, where of course all prefactors
are negative. Here 2.35 was the maximal value occurring.

We remember that we got the maximal coefficient bound 2.43 in h,
when we combined the situations for ra = 0 and ra = 3. The largest
coefficient bound arose for the situation =1, r2 = 1,5 = 0 and /= 3 for

Interval Largest Total Cases with
h coefficient number coefficient

bound of bound
cases > 2.008

h
h
U
h
h
h
h
ho
hi

fl l\16' 5/
fl I)15' Ai
fl I)
fl 1)l3's^
ri i)
f? 1)

IS» 4)
14' hi
fi l\15' 6'
S 11

2.37
2.60
2.78
2.67
2.33

5
4
3
2
2

1280
512
512
304
512

40
34
28
52
43

2.38 1 96 19
2.35 1 152 18
2.30 1 96 10
2.30 2 288 27
2.31 2 448 65
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the M(3),-list and ri = 1, r 2 = 1, r 3 = l,s = 0 and / = 4 for the 7V,-list.
In all other situations the coefficient bound did not exceed 2.33.

Wc now study this special situation closer. Assume first that (0,0,2),
(0,0,1) and (0,0,0) are used in the M(3),-list in this ordering. The list
then reads:

If now r3 = 1 corresponds to (0,0,3) in the iVt—list, this list reads

Now replacing the last two lines of the first list by the last two of the second
one gives an average inequality

Now all other orderings of the actual transfers in both lists either lead
to contradictions or to situations very similar to the one above, where two
lines have to be replaced and the coefficient bound does not exceed 2.3.

Collecting all this information wc get the follwing Table 8.

U + *1z + få]+ 7i-2/3{4) <h + 6

e4 + 273 + 2få]+ få] <h + 6

U + 7s + 3^4)+ få] <h + 6

U + 273 + 272/3 + 7i/3 <h+ 6,

giving a coefficient bound < 2.3 by (28).

4 + 473 +72 - 3/?^+

4 + 373 + 72-2^4) +

C4+ 273+72-/?24) +
*4 + 73 + 72 +

7i - 3#4' <h + 6
<h + 6
<h + 8
<h + 6.

e 8.
Interval Largest Interval Largest
h coefficient ip coefficient

bound bound
h
h
h
h
h
h

[o,|)
fl I)16' 5/
fl i)15» 4/

fl 1)

fl 1)1s » a /

2.00
2.14
2.31
2.33

h
h
h
ho
hl
111

fl 1)
f - 2\
Ls' 3^

I3' 4/
f 34\

[i §}15» 6/

1 6 ' x ./

2.30
2.35
2.35
2.30

2.31 2.30
2.28 2.31
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Thus wc get our final result sharpening Theorem 2:

Theorem 8 . Given a sequence of bases with four elements A^h), then

2.7 Asymptotic /i-ranges

Now wc go back to the general problem of the extremal /i-range for
an extremal k element basis A\(h), where k, as before, is a fixed number
and h tends to infinity. In section 2.2 wc mentioned that wc did not know
whether the limit

lim nh (Aj{h))
h->oo (h/k) k

does exist or not. Meanwhile wc have been able to show that the answer to
this question is yes. In this section wc want to present the proof. Things
shown in section 2.2 then get much easier and wc need not so many subse
quences and subsubsequences in the formulation of Theorem 1. Our main
result is the following

Theorem 9 . Let A*k (h) denote a sequence of extremal bases. Then

exists.

Proof. Recalling (8) wc already know that there exist positive constants
c, C € R such that

Hofmeister [5] could show that for all parameter bases Ak (h) with 0 <
d(h/k) k < nh (Ak (h)), the number of possible transfers giving a positive
gain is bounded independently of h.

nh (A4 (h))<2.3s(^\ +0(h3).

lim %KW)
(•-<» (h/k)k

c <!^ip< c foralu.(h/k) k ~
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Let now pj be the reduction of the j-th component in a regular repre
sentation caused by the transfer tø, 53, . . . , 5*). From (5), wc get

«tf\

Note that pj < ey < 7,- — 1 for j < k — l, and that some of these "reductions"
may be negative. The reductions pj and their sum Gtø, 53,...,s3 , . . . , s*), the gain
of the transfer, are linear functions in the variables 7y and få' with integer
coefficients.

Wc now look at the set of possible transfers rW = (*j,«j ',..., «jf),
i = 1, 2, . . . , F for the sequence A£(/i) . This set has to be finite as mentioned
above. To each rtø wc can find the corresponding vector pj of reductions.
Consider now the set of all possible orderings of the corresponding gains
and the reductions:

This set of orderings must of course also be finite. Each such ordering is
what Braunschådel [1] called a structure, and wc get finitely many struc
tures Si,S2 ,...,SN .

Wc now choose a sequence hm such that

For each hm the corresponding basis A*k (hm) belongs to one ofthe structures
Si,S2 ,. .. ,Spf. So there must be at least one structure to which infinitely
many bases A*k (hm) belong. Wc call this structure Si, and choose a subse
quence (hmi )ien of (hm) mejq, where all A*k (hmi ) belong to SL . In order to
reduce the number of indices, wc denote also this subsequence by hm . Now
wc write

for the regular representation of the /im-range of A*k (hm), and introduce a
new vector pj- ', j = 1,2, ... ,k, that does not correspond to any transfer,

k

Pj = ey -Xj = Sj - Sy+i7y + £
b=j+2

G(r (''') > G(r<ij>) >•••>0 > • • • > «(r''"') (41)

Pi^) > PÅ*^) >•••>0 > • • • > rfr&t) for j = 1,2 *.

m-°° (hm/k) k h^oo (h/k) k

nhm (Ak(hm)) = ek (hm)a*k (hm) + e*-i(^mK-itøi) + • • • + ei(hm)
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by the following definition (wc write e* for €k (hm)):

Wc now build "key numbers" by running through all positive reduc
tions py and combining them to regular representations by A*k (hm) in the
following way:

Since all these numbers are /im-representable, wc can find a transfer r for
each of them, such that the coefficient sum for the minimal representation
is < hm , giving

Here py and G(t) are linear functions in our variables, and the magnitude
6 that corresponds to the constant terms in the inequality, is bounded
independently of hm , since at most k units from the key numbers and
possibly a number of sy are involved. For each key number wc thus get an
inequality

The system of these inequalities together with (41) forms what wc call the
inequality system associated with Sl. Remember that (41) can be written
as a number of inequalities of the form

where again 6 is a constant that is bounded independently of hm .
Wc now introduce new variables

(42)

(o)Pi = 7i,
pf] = 7;-l, for j = 2,3,...,*-!

(o) -,
Pk = e*-l.

k

£ max {p™ - 1, o}aj < ekal
j=i

t,Pili) -G(r)<hm + S.

EHU +P^ + E E Pfpf <hm +6.3=l j=l 6=j+2

E«™+É E W<«.
;=1 j=l 6=7+2

x 3 = liihm , for i = 1,2,...,- 1,
*k = £k/hm ,

zi = Pj /hm , for /> k, suitable
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Let R denote the total number of variables. Wc now form the reduced
inequality system associated with SL , by dividing all the earlier inequalities
by hm and leaving out the constant term divided by hm - Renumbering the
coefficients py, py, qj and qy in a suitable manner, this gives

Since wc possibly strengthened the conditions in the inequality system by
disregarding 6/hm , it is not evident that there is a solution of the reduced
inequality system associated with Sl. Since for all / = 1,2, ...,k— 1 the
number tø- — l)a) (hm) is fcm-representable, and no transfer applies, wc must
have 7y -1 < hm , thus 7y < 2hm . The same argument can be used to show(h\
that ek < hm - In addition wc know that 0 < /?}• ; <7y- 1 < hm, and thus
0 < X{ < 2 for all of our variables x,, i = 1, 2, . . . , R. Therefore wc can find
a subsequence (/im,)j€N of (/im) mGN such that for all 1 < t < R

so there are (not necessarily inner) points in the simplex corresponding to
the reduced linear inequality system. Wc even have

Wc now look at the object function

defined on the simplex corresponding to the reduced inequality system.
Since this simplex is contained in the "cube" where 0 < X{ < 2, 1 < i < R,
and the constraints only include "<" symbols, the definition set for E is

R R
<1, and ]T qiXi <0.

i=l i=l

lim Xi(hmi ) =x%J-+OO

exists. But then E?=i PiXi(hmt ) <1 + 6/hmi and E?=i <HXi(hmi ) < 6/hm,
imply r R

Y^P&i 1» and Y,%*i °»
i=l i=l

xix2 • • -xk = lim 7i72 • • -~ik-iek lhk .I—>00

fe
E(xi,x2 ,...,xR) = J[xj

3=l
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compact. Since E of course is continous, wc can find a maximal value M
for Ein a point x* = (xj, xj, . . . , x*R) in the simplex. The point x* need not
be unique.

Since

wc find by (9) that

Because of the existence of every single limj_>oo Xj(hmi ) = limj-oo 7y/frm/ for
all j = 1, 2, . . . , k - 1 and limj-.00 xk (hmi ) = Hmj-oo ek /hmn wc have

(43)

Now wc try to find a rational point in the simplex not too far away
from x*. It is not quite evident how to do this, since the intuitive way -
reducing all variables xj to a "near" rational - may violate the inequality
constraints since there may occur negative coefficients.

Let now e > 0. Wc shall show that for h = Kt + 6, for fixed 6, K € N
and t running through the positive integers, wc can find a sequence of bases
Ak (t), such that the prefactor in front of (h/k) k for the /i-range is >T- 2c.
Choose 6j > 0, j = 1,2,...,ksuch that

Wc now introduce additional linear constraints for our variables:

***;(&*,) < nhmi (A*k (hmi )) < (ek + l)a*k (hmi ),

lim nhmi (Ak (hmi ))/(hmi ) k = lim eka*k (hmi ) / (hm,) k

= lim 6fc7*-iai;-itøn,)/tøJ* =f—»oo

= lim e*7k-i7*-2 • • "yi/tøm)*-

M = E(x\,x*2,...,x]t ) >x 1x 2 ---xjk = lim7172 --.7fc_ 1 e fe /(/imi )*f —^oo

= Hm nhmi (A't (hmi ))/(kmi ) k = T/k".

x)-6j e Q for/ = 1,2,...,*
fe
rj>;-«,) > M-e.
j=i

Xj>x)-6j foTJ = 1,2,...,k,
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and get a new non-empty simplex S contained in the first one. If S only
consists of one point, this point has rational coordinates since it is the inter
section of a number of linear equalities with integer or rational coefficients.
If there are two points in the simplex, their connecting line segment will
also be contained in the simplex because of its convexity, and wc can find
a variable x,- such that the projection of the simplex onto the xt- axis will
contain an interval tø, v,], and wc can choose a rational number 6» from
this interval, ut- < 6, < v,-. See also picture 4.

Picture 4.

Look now at the intersection of the simplex S and the hyperplane x,- =
b{ and continue inductively. Then wc find a rational point in S, where
x, =b{6 Q, for all indices i = 1,2,..., R, and

fe fe

Let Kbe the common denominator for bi,b2 ,... ,bR and look at the
basis Ak (t) given by

Now wc go back from the reduced inequality system to an unreduced one.
In the expression for the gain of a transfer, the constant terms now cancel,
and wc get the same ordering for the actual gains G(t) as for the "reduced"

n*y=n*i>w-«.

7y = bjKt +1, få' =biKt corresponding to the definition (42).
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ones G(t), since

Assume first that wc never have equality for the "reduced" versions pi
expressed by the fe,-values. For large t, wc then have the same ordering for
the reductions for Ak (t) as for the earlier reduced ones. This ordering then
coincides with that in the second line ofthe original inequality system (41).

Consider now the positive integer n < bk Ktak (i) with regular represen
tation

Wc then find indices /y such that

There are no other pj values between the upper and the lower bound,
meaning that the reduction in the j-th component caused by the transfer
t which produces the minimal representation of £y=i(Py'y) - l)a,-(t), is <
pj ' , and the minimal representation of nis obtained by exactly the same

transfer as for £y= i(/>y'y) - l)ay (t). Now

from the reduced system implies that for Ak (t)

since the values of 7y are increased by a unit. Here again 6 is bounded
independently of t. Thus wc cover all integers < bkKtak with Kt + 6

G(r) = EU - 'i+l-ft + E «^l

i=i V *=i+2 /

= E f-W*** + e «i/»!") •i=i V *=j+2 /

n = ekak (t) + ek-iak-i(t) + • •  + e x .

fr > ei > frl).

fe
£p,-6(r)<l3=l

fe
Y,Pj-G(r)<Kt + 6,
3=l
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addends, since p\' —I=7l —1, and py —7y—l, j = 2, 3, . . . , k— 1 are
the maximal coefficients in the regular representations.

If some of the py are equal, say p) m — p) m , then the actual reduc
. . . . ti^y fi^+ii

tions pj may occur in reverse order m comparison to (41), so pj ' < pj m '
since the additional constant terms may be different. This difference is then
bounded independently of t. If ey was chosen between two such values, we
then use the representation corresponding to the lower one and increase 6
of Kt + 6 to cover the extra addends.

By the definition of Ak (t) we get

If we put h = Kt+6, and choose tso large that (M-e)(Kt/(Kt+6))k >
M — 2e, we obtain

Mrose [14] showed that if we can construct a sequence of bases Ak (t), for
h = Kt + 6, where 6,K € N are fixed positive integers and t runs through
the positive integers, such that the the asyptotic /i-range > (M — 2e)(h/k) k ,

then lim inf "ffiffi** >M - 2e. So here we get by (43)

and we are through, since the difference between limsup^^^ nh (A\(h)) f (h/k) k
and liminf^-^oo nh(A\(h)) / (h/ k) k can be made as small as wanted.

nh (Ak (t)) > bkKtak (t) > bkKtbk_iKtak_i(t) >

"(jffl * (W - <)(#'/(*« + *))*** > (JW - *)**•

T - 2tkk < (M - 2e)fc* < lim inf ,
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Appendix. The computer program

Here we present the promised computer program written in "Pascal".
We tried to use the same letters for the variables in the program as in the
text, so the interested reader can check the program himself by the results
from the theory. The results from section 2.6 are not incorporated.

program sepkon;
var
qe, re:array[l. .6] of integer;
t:array[l. .6] of real;
w, z:array[l. .12] of real;
a , b , c , opt , eps , beta2min , beta2max , tot , min , optold , bound : real ;
1, ss4,ss3 , j , p, de4, eq, rn, g, out , counterl,counter2: integer;
r l , r2 , r3 , r4 , r5 , r6 , q1 , q2 , q3 , q4 , qs , q6 , dl , d2 , d3 , d4 , q, s : integer ;

procedure koef (a,b,c:real;
var opt: real) ;

var
v, x: real ;
begin (* procedure *)
v: = (3*(b+c)-2)/4; x:=sqrt(v*v+(b+c-4*b*c)/2) -v; x: = (x+abs(x) )/2
opt : = ( I+x) * ( l+x) * ( I+x) * ( I+x) / (a* (b+x) * (c+x) ) ;
end; (* procedure *)

begin (* Main program *)
writeln( 'Choose mto determine M(m) . m=o corresponds to the Ni-list. ');
readln(m) ;
writeln( 'Choose an interval for the magnitude beta2 / gamma2 »);
writeln (• | | 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 | I. } .
writeln('o 1/6 1/5 1/4 1/3 2/5 1/2 3/5 2/3 3/4 4/5 5/6 1');
writeln ( «Nr. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12');
readln(p) ;
writeln ('Do you want an output for each actual case? Yes = 1, no = 0.');
readln(out) ;
if out>o.s then

begin (* Output opt ion *)
writeln(» Coef f icientbound for the output. Choose a bound! •)
readln (bound) ;
end; (* Output option *)

counterl:=o; counter2:=o; eps :=0. 00001; tot:=0;
w[l]:=o; w[2]:=l/6; w[3]:=l/5; w[4]:=l/4; w[s]:=l/3; w[6]:=2/5;
w[7]:=l/2; w[B]:=3/5; w[9]:=2/3; w[lo]:=3/4; w[ll]:=4/5; w[l2]:=s/6
z[l]:=l/6; z[2]:=l/5; z[3]:=l/4; z[4]:=l/3; z[s]:=2/5; z[6]:=l/2;
z[7]:=3/5; z[B]:=2/3; z[9]:=3/4; z[lo]:=4/5; z[ll]:=s/6; z[l2]:=l;
t[l]:=2; t[2]:=6/5; t[3]:=4/5; t[4]:=l/2; t[s]:=l/3; t[6]:=l/6;
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i f m=o then

end; (* m>o *)
for j :=l to 6 do

begin (* Computation of the ends of the loops for rj and

( (m-j) *z[p]-g+trunc( j*w[p]+eps) <= eps) then re[j]:=o
else re[j]:=l;

if ( (m-j)*w[p]-g+trunc(j*w[p]+eps)+l >= t[j]) or
( (m-j) *z[p]-g+trunc(j*w[p]+eps)+l <= eps) then qe[j]:=o

begin (* m<j *)
if ( (m-j) *z[p]-g+trunc(j*w[p]+eps) >= t[j]) or

( (m-j) *w[p]-g+trunc(j*w[p]+eps) <= eps) then re[j]:=o

if ( (m-j)*z[p]-g+trunc(j*w[p]+eps)+l >= t[j]) or
( (m-j)*w[p]-g+trunc(j*w[p]+eps)+l <= eps) then qe[j]:=o

end; (* Computation of the ends of the loops for rj and
writeln ('The ends of the loops:');
for j :=l to 6 do
begin (* Writing the ends of the loops for rj *)

write('re[\j:l, •] = ',re[j]:2,' »);
i f m>=j then
write('x2min = ' , ( (m-j) *w[p]-g+trunc( j*w[p]+eps) ) :4:3 , • •)
else

for rs:=o to re[s] do
for r4:=o to re[4] do

for r3:=o to re[3] do
for r2:=o to re[2] do

for q6:=o to qe[6] do
for qs:=o to qe[s] do

for q4:=o to qe[4] do
for q3:=o to qe[3] do

for q2:=o to qe[2] do
for ql:=0 to qe[l] do

for d4:=o to de4do
for d3:=o to 1 do

for d2:=o to 1 do
for dl:=0 to 1 do

for q:=o to eg do
for s:=o to 6 do

begin (* m=o *)
g:=-l; de4:=o; eq:=o; end (* m=o *)

else
begin (* m>o *)
g:=trunc(m*w[p]+eps) ; de4:=l;
if (m-l)*w[p]-g+2>=t[l] then eq:=o

else eq:=l;

i f m>=j then
begin (* m>=j *)
if ( (m-j) *w[p]-g+trunc( j*w[p]+eps) >= t[j]) or

else qe[ j ] :=l;
end (* m>=j *)

else

else re[j]:=l;

else qe[j]:=l;
end; (* m<j *)

write('x2min = ' , ( (m-j) *z[p]-g+trunc( j*w[p]+eps) ) :4 : 3 , ' •);
i f m>=j then
writeln ( 'x2max = ' , ( (m-j ) *z[p]-g+trunc( j*w[p]+eps) ) :4 :3)
else
writeln ( »x2max = ' , ( (m-j) *w[p]-g+trunc( j*w[p]+eps) ) :4 : 3) ;
end; (* Writing the ends of the loops for rj*)

writeln;
for j :=l to 6 do
write('qe[\j:l, •] = \qe[j]:2,' •); write(' eq=',eq:2,' de 4= ',de4:2)
writelnC m = ',m:2,' g = ' ,g:2); writeln;
for r6:=o to re [6] do

for rl:=0 to re[l] do
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begin (* Inner loop *)
if ((s=o) or ((s>o) and (re[s]=l))) then

begin (* Last transfere allowed *)
counterl : =counterl+l ;
1 : =rl+r2+r3+r4+rs+r6+ql+q2+q3+q4+qs+q6+q+dl+d2+d3+d4+l ;
ss4 : =q+ql+rl+2* (q2+r2) +3* (q3+r3) +4* (q4+r4) +5* (qs+rs) +6* (q6+r6) +s
a:=l+ss4/l;
Ss3:=dl+2*d2+3*d3+4*d4+2*q+ql+q2+q3+q4+qs+q6;
S s3:=ss3+(q2+r2)*trunc(2*w[p]+eps)+(q3+r3)*trunc(3*w[p]+eps) ;
Ss3:=ss3+(q4+r4)*trunc(4*w[p]+eps)+(qs+rs)*trunc(s*w[p]+eps) ;
ss3:=ss3+(q6+r6)*trunc(6*w[p]+eps)+trunc(s*w[p]+eps) ;
if m>ss4/l then b:=(m-ss4/l) *w[p]+ss3/l-g

else b:=(m-ss4/l)*z[p]+ss3/l-g;

((s=4) and (r4=l)) or ((s=s) and (rs=l) ) or ((s=6) and (r6=l) ) ) then
begin (* Truncated list *)

a:=l+ss4/l; „ ._
if m>ss4/l then b:=(m-ss4/l) *w[p]+ss3/l-g

else b:=(m-ss4/l)*z[p]+ss3/l-g;

else opt: =10;
if opt>optold then min:=optold

else min:=opt;
if (min>2.ooB) then counter2 :=counter2+l;
if (out>o.s) and (min>bound) then

begin (* Output *)
writeln ('opt \opt:6:4,' optold • ,0pt01d: 6.4) ,
writeln (• a ',a:6:4,« b \b:6:4,' c ' ; c:6:4 ;
writeln (• ri \rl:2,« r2 '^2:2,' r3 ,r3:2 ;
writeln ( r4 ',r4:2,' r5 '^5:2,' r6 ,r6:2 ;
writeln (' ql ',q1:2,« q2 ',q2:2,' q3 ,q3:2 ;
writeln (• q4 ',q4:2,' q5 '^5:2, • q6 • ,q6:2] ,
writeln (« q Sq:2 f « dl < f dl:2,' d2 -,d2:2);
writeln (• d3 ',d3:2,' d4 ',d4:2);
writeln;
end; (* Output *)

if (min>tot) then tot:=min;
end; (* Last transfere allowed *)

end; (* Inner loop *) 4-««..<.a. .
writeln («The largest coef f icientbound occuring^ is : , tot. 6. 4),
writeln ('Total number of cases ', counterl: 6, '.') ;
writeln (  Coeff icientbound >2 . 008 ' , counter2 : 6 , • times . ) ,
end. (* Main program *)

c:=l/l;
koef (a,b,c,opt) ;
optold:=opt;

if (opt >2.008) and
(((s=l) and (rl=l)) or ((s=2) and (r2=l) ) or ((s=3) and (r3=l) )
or

1:=1-1;
ss4 :=ss4-s;
ss3:=ss3-trunc(s*w[p]+eps) ;

c:=l/l;
koef (a,b,c,opt) ;
end (* Truncated list *)
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